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Make the most of your pocket PC with this hands-on easy-to-use resource.  Find out how to synch your pocket PC with your desktop computer, browse the Web, send instant messages, play games, and much more.     

       Get the most out of your Pocket PC and all its features and capabilities with this easy-to-follow resource. You'll learn to personalize your portable device to suit both your style and a wide range of needs from business to pleasure. Use your Pocket PC to manage a wealth of information--from scheduling appointments and maintaining contact lists to tracking investments. Connect to the Internet, share data with other handheld devices, play music, download games, send messages, and stay on top of your e-mail wherever you go. This handy guide will show you how to be more productive and fully utilize all the functionality your Pocket PC has to offer.
Inside, learn to:  

	Maximize all the features and productivity applications on your Windows-based PDA   
	Connect to the Internet--wirelessly--and browse your favorite Web sites   
	Create documents and crunch numbers using Pocket Word and Pocket Excel   
	Install and remove programs, and backup and restore data on your Pocket PC   
	Synchronize your Pocket PC with your desktop computer using the ActiveSync Partnership Wizard   
	Configure and monitor amount of space available to run programs and store files   
	View pictures, give presentations, and make calls   
	Customize Pocket PC settings and change the appearance to conform to your personal taste and needs   
	Use your Pocket PC to create databases and store and query data   
	Add peripherals to your Pocket PC to expand its functionality   


About the Author
   
Frank McPherson (West Bloomfield, MI) has been using handhelds since they were introduced in 1993. He is currently an Assistant Forum Manager for the Windows CE forum on Microsoft's Computing Central web site. In March, 1999 Microsoft recognized Frank as a Most Valuable Professional (MVP) for helping users in the microsoft.public.windowsce newsgroup. He created and maintains the Windows CE Knowledge Center web site, (http://start.at/know_ce) which averages 9000 page views per day. The site includes original content and links to information that show users how to get the most out of the Windows CE.
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Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients (Rowe, Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients)Pharmaceutical Press, 2009

	Pharmaceutical dosage forms contain both pharmacologically active compounds and excipients added to aid the formulation and manufacture of the subsequent dosage form for administration to patients. Indeed, the properties of the final dosage form (i.e. its bioavailability and stability) are, for the most part, highly dependent on the...
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Digital Texturing & PaintingNew Riders Publishing, 2001
If you work in 3D, you must have this book.  More than a compendium of techniques for the texture professional, (digital) Texturing & Painting gets to the heart of being an artist in the digital realm. With this inspired guide, you'll learn to translate the enviroments you experience into an expressive, complete digital style:
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Building Self-confidence for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where...
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Applied Corporate Finance: Questions, Problems and Making Decisions in the Real WorldSpringer, 2013

	Applied Corporate Finance fills a gap in the existing resources available to students and professionals needing an academically rigorous, yet practically orientated, source of knowledge about corporate finance. Written by an expert in investment analysis, this textbook leads readers to truly understand the principles behind corporate...
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The Scrum Field Guide: Agile Advice for Your First Year and Beyond (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Extensively revised to reflect improved Scrum practices and tools, this edition adds an all-new section of tips from the field. 


	


	
		The 1st Edition has a 5-Star Amazon Customer Rating and 135 reviews.

		

		Thousands of organizations are adopting Scrum to...
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Adobe InDesign  CS2 RevealedCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Geared towards beginner-to-intermediate level InDesign users, "Adobe InDesign CS2 Revealed" offers a complete look at Adobe’s latest release of its popular layout software, InDesign. Following a unique style that caters towards beginners, "Adobe InDesign CS2 Revealed" provides step-by-step tutorials to teach the skills...
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